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Introduction
It is the hypothesis of this paper tha.t today the liveli-
hood of the independent Narraganse't t Bay qu~hoge;er is faced with
two ootentially dangerous threatsJ water pollution in upper
NRrragansett Bay Rnd the prospect of an expanding ~quaculture
industry in the lOwer bay. Unless the state of Rhode Island
prooerly interorets and enforces existing state legisl~tion to
protect the quahog~ers interests, his very livelihood will be
jeoprodized.
This paper will examine the legAl, political, economic, and
envIr-onmerrta L affects of w~ter pollution in upoer NArrag~:msett
Bay and an expanding aquaculture industry in the lower bay in
theirrelation to the Rhode Isl~nd quahog fishery. Ba.sed on these
findings a recommendation will be made as to the best course of
action for the state of Rhode IslAnd to pursue on these controver-
sial issues.
In choosing a topic, one of my primAry concerns was to focus
on a local issue dealing with FI fiBhery na.tive to Rhode Island.
The qu~hog industry immediately came to mind. Since living in
Rhode Isl~nd for the opst year And A hAlf, I have become increas-
ingly aware of the massive influx of pollutants into upner Narr~­
gansett Bay and its adverse effects on the Rhode Isl~nd sh§ll-
fishing industry. I have also become aware of the increasing
concern among independent Rhode Island quahoggers over the pros-
pect of an expanding aquaculture industry in lower Narra,gansett
Bay. I live in the immediate vicinity of the Blue and Gold Sea
~arms and have alwa.ys been curious about the many facets of opera-
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tion involved in this recently introduced industry to NarrpgRnsett
Bay.
Publicity through articles run in the Providence Journal
and Newport Daily News have increased nublic awa r ene as of these
imnortant issues. Over 3,000 Rhode Island citizens eRrn their
living throup;h the harvestine: of qu~hogs•. I feel that the magni-
tude of the imnortance of these issues Rnd their subsequent effect
on the neonle involved is such, thRt a pR.per on the subject matter
will provide further insight into the dilem~a and honefully pro-
duce Borne viable aLterm~tive solutions to the nroblems.
My first sten in conducting the rese~rch is to establish the
status quo with regards to the Rhode I'sla:nd Quahog' Industry in
terms of the number of individuals engr->ged in the trade, yearly
catch, market value, state revenue aaquired, past, present, and fu-
ture trends in the industry, and the area of Narragansett B?y
subject to the harvesting of quahogs.
I will then examine the effect of water pollution in unper
Narrega.nsett Bay on the Rhode Island Quahog Industry in terms of
its legRI, political, economic, and environmental impacts. Hpving
analyzed the da.ta de!"ling with the effects of W8.ter pollution in
unpe r Narra.gansett ERy and the Rhode Ish'nd quahogge r; I will stRte
my findings and recommendations.
Next I will examine a more suttle, but potentiRlly greRter
threat to the independent Rhode Islpnd quahogger; snecifically
an expanding aquaculture industry. I will first examine the
history of a.qua.cu.Ltiur-e in Na.rragansett Bay ranging from its initi::l.l
inception with the oyster industry in the late 1800's to its
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nresent d~y status.
I will then study the Blue and Gold Sea Farms 10c8ted in
Middletown in light of its legal, political, economic and environ-
ment",l impacts upon the Rhode Isl~nd qUAhog industry. In 8ddition,
I shall examine a recent hearing before the RhodeIsl~nd Co",st~l
Resources M~n~gement Council concerning gn aquaculture permit
application by Mr. Willi~m K. Macy to establish ~ mussel farm
off the west COR st of Prudence I slpnd. Having am'lly~ed the data.
8.ssocia.ted with the nossible effects of the establishment and
expansion of aquaculture in Narrag~nsett Bay and its relation to
the Rhode Island quahog~er, I shall state my findings and recom-
menda 't Lo n s ,
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TodRy over 3000 Rhode IsI~nd residents rely whole or in
part on the Rhode Island quahog fishery, the lprgest commercial
fishery in the Nprrpg~nsett Bay, ~s a orimary rne~ns of income
and fpmily support. Although catches now are much smaller thRn
catches in the 1950's, commercial landings have incre~sed during
the last four years as deoicted in figure 1. In 1978 nearly
two million pounds (msat weight) worth $4. J million (ex-vessel)
1were reported as landed in Rhode Island. This in itself is
a con~ervative estimate as it only reflects that portion of the
Annual hprvest that was r-eno r-t ed to the Nat i ona L Marine 'Piaheries
<jervice.
Most of the quahog catch is taken from Narrpgpnsett Bay by
hRnd rakes. H,::lnd rakers fish with tongs or a bullrake on the end
of a long oole operated from small open skiffs. Tongers work
WA.ters up to 20 feet deep while rAkers can work uo to 50 feet deep
with long aluminum poles.
Robert Rayhill, president of the Rhode Island Shellfisherm?n's
Association, which currently has 158 members, has predicted that
the number of state residents dependent on commerci~l quahogging
for a. living has a.nd will continue to grow. Data provided by the
Denarvtmerrt of EnvironmentA,l MF.lnagement in figure 2 and '3 concern-
ing the oresent day $8 million Rhode Island quahog industry substan-
tiates Mr. Rayhill's prediction.
A number of things pre immediately obvious upon examination
of these figures. 'Pirst is th~t the number of individupls engpged
in qua hogging is increasing in every category of license appli-
cation. The current trend is such that more and more individuals
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under 65 ye~rs of a~e oreviously en~~~ed ~s shore diggers ~re
investing in boats and movin~ into a different license c~tegory.
This imolies that the resource is ~etting scarcer to obt~in in
shl'lllow waters and also, that its m~rket value is Lncr-es s i ng to
the point where it offsets the cost of capital investment in a
boat. Thus we see the start of a vicious cycle in terms of supply
and demand and market prices. As the resource gets scarcer, both
demand and price increase providing even increased pressure on ~
diminishing resource.
The summertime recreational fishery exerts a fairly minor
pressure on quahogs, since r-ecr-est l onaL fisherm~n do not usually
invest in R. boat s nd raking equipment. Instel'ld they wor-k the
sha Llow waters near shore ~nd are content with a.. much sm~ller
catch (the le~gal limit is one ha,lf bushel per d~y). Currently
the Oepartment of Environmental M~nagement issues six types of
commercial licenses as depicted in figure 2. These annual licenses
run from 1 October to ) September.
Commercial handrakers are restricted to a leg~l limit of
twelve bushels of quahogs per day. The smaller quahogs are the
most sought after since they bring the better price. The catch
is divided into three size ca,tegoriesl littlenecks, 1 1/2"-2 1/8",
cherry stones, 2 1/8" - 2 1/2"; chowders, gres,ter than 2 1/2"
(measured fron the hinge to the shell margin). The 19?9 ex-vessel
prices offered per pound were as followsl 80¢for little necks.
15¢ for cherry stones, ~nd 10¢ for chowders. As the size decreases.
the market value is greater because the small clams ~re prized
2for serving rl'lW on the ha.lf shell. The price per pound of little
necks in the summer of 1980 ranged between 90¢ and a doll~r per
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pound. Tod~y the m~ rket will n~y infxcess of ~ do l l,a r per pound
for the commodity. The result is th~t qu~hog beds situ?ted in the
lower p~rt of N?rr~g~nsett B~y a r-e gr~du~lly becoming depleted due
two million eggs each season which meta.morphoee into pl~nktonic
larve that are suspended in the water ten to twelve dp.ye before
settling on the bottom.)
It is a well known f~ct that some of the richest quahog beds
are located in the Upper ~~y and lower Providence River region.
Sever!=!!l surveys have been t?ken in past and recent ye~ }:'S in order
to estimate ch~nges in the size of the Dopul?tion. but equipment
and survey techniques diffe~~to such ~n extent th~t'results are
not conclusive. The surveys do indic?te, however, th~t there is
presently an abundant popul~tion of the sm~ller qu~hogs which
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pre the Aize most VAlUAble for mArketin~. They Are ~lso the size
in which most of the reproduction occurs, ~nd therfore most vplu-
able in terms of maintainingoa fishable stock.
lYfany of the prime qu~hoe.: beds in upper NarragAnsett BAy have ~
been permanently or conditionally eliminated from the fishery
because of pollution in the Providence River from industrial dis-
charges, storm sewer outfalls, and sew~ge treatment pLant effluents.
Fi~ure 5 and 6 show the major tributaries that feed into the
Providence River and the Upner Bay. According to an environmental
imn::lct statement of 1978 pollution in the Providence River ::lnd
upper Narr::l~Rnsett B~y caused by discharges from the sewage collec-
tion and treatment systems of the cities of Providence, Central
F~lls, and P::lwtucket is by fa,r the most severe water quality or-ob-
lem in Rhode Island's coastal waters. The Providence se¥r-:lge
treatment plant at Field's Point is grossly under-equipped to handle
the sewage it recieves. The plant was constructed at the turn
of the century as a, showcase of modern technology and wa s designed
to treat the domestic wastes of 200,000 people or about 50 million
gallons of waste wRter a day. The plant still treats sewage from
about 200,000 peoole in Providence,Johnston, North Providence ~nd
parts of Cra.nston and Lincoln. Acoording to flow-data monitored
by DElYI the avera~e da ily flow we, s un to 65 mill ion ga lIons per
d::lY. ~igure? is indicative of the increasin~ trend of disch~rge
of se~ge effluent aggrivated by rainfall even though the nopu-
lation of Providence is decreasing.
The antiquated Rnd failing equinment of the Field's Point
sewage treatment plant cannot provide the level of treRtment
necessary to meet EPA's minimum requirements for 85~ BOD (Biochemi-
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c~l Oxygen Dem~nd remov~l). Dry we~ther flows to the DI~nt
exceed the design c~pacity. The treatment provided does not remove
noLkutarrt s such a s heavy metals corrt> ined in the Lndus t r-Le L sewage
recieved by the plant. The cost of repRirs necess~ry to m~ke the
ubmt meet EPA requirements in 1978 was estim::lted ~t $8.5 million.
The very extensive network of combined sewer system of Providence,
Pawtucket, and Central Falls deliver an enormous ::lmount of untreat-
ed storm WB.ter mixed with raw sewage to the Field t s Point plant
during rainy weather. Since the treatement plant cannot treat
the excess volume of storm water, during high storm runoff, bypass
valves are ouened that divert storm water and sewa.ge directly
into the Providence River. As a result, surface waters of the
Unoe r Bay become corrtam ins ted with coliform ba cteria a bove levels
set by federal ~tandards for shellfishing ::lre~s.
The Providence River which recieves ::In influx of w~ter from
the polluted P::lwtuxet River is also 8 m::ljor source of heavy metals
and hydocarbons entering the Narrag::lnsett Bay. It has been estim-
ated t.hat 30"0 to 60~ of the suspended hydroca rbons entering Nsrra.-
gansett Bay from the Providence River are discharged from the
Field t s Point sewa.ge treA.tment plant. The ma.jor input of meta.ls
and industrial wa.ste to the bay is attributed to discharges in
municipAl sewage systems from the jewelery and met~l working in-
dustries in the Providence area. Industrial effluents from some
9Y; of the states industries eventually enter Narragansett Bay.
The Blackstone Valley District Commission Treatment Plant ::llso
contributes a substRnti~l amount of uollutants into the Upper Bay.
~unicinal treatment plants such as Field's Point simply cannot
adequately treat industrial effluents. Toxins such as he::lvy metals,
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hydr-o cs rbons, organic solvents and s~ Its ~re only oarti~lly re-
moved in se~ge tl"eatment nl.wrrt s , As a result, they disrupt the
tre~tment process of domestic sewage, corrtam i na t e the sludge s nd
t hue create d Lsoo sa L problems and further degra.de the water qu,::>l-
i ty of the Providence River And Upper Bsy , 4 PCB concentrations
are aleo highest in the sediments near the outf,::>ll from the Field's
Point plant although they are not at R hazardous level at present.
Metals, hydrocarbons and PCBs accumulate in sediments, pollution
will therefore, continue to be a problem even after disch~rges
have been eliminated.
The PD.A has established regulations setting standa.rds for
mercury and some pesticides, PCBs (2.5 Dom) and keoone (.1 pum).
Concentrations in quaho~s h~rvested from the UpDer Bpy and lower
Providence River are below these standards. Since metals are con-
centrated in sediments ~nd accumulated in org,::>nisms to greater
concentration than they ar-e found in the water, they mpy constitute
a. health ha zrr-d even though concentrations in the wa.ter are rela-
tively low. With this in mind, the Federal Food And Drug Admini~
stration has set 'alert' levels for quahog t Ls sue as a forewarning
to public health officials to check an area more thoroughly if
such lev.ls should occur. These levels are not legally binding,
but serve as a warning mechanism. Although metals are found in
hi~h concentrations in clams taken from the Upper B~y than in those
farther down b~y concentrations are well below the ~lert levels,
with an o~casionRl exceotion of high cooper and chromium levels in
clams in ~he Providence River. High concentrRtions of oil h~ve
been found in cl~ms from the Unper Bpy.5
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Another source of w~ter pollution in N~rr?g?nsett B~y is an
influx of polluted ~ters from Mt. Hope B~y, which services the
?all River se~~ge treatment nl~nt. The Fnll River pl~nt provides
only prim~ry treAtment which like the Field's Point pl?nt h~s ?
combined sewer system which d i ac har-ge s urrt r es t ed storm water and
raw sewage through an overflow system.
As a result of this pollution over 5,600 acres of the Providence
River north of a line drawn from Conimicut Point through Conimicut
Light to Nyatt Point have been permanently closed to commercial
shellfishing since the 1950's. (Figure B) This line has been
extended down to Rocky Point as of 1980. (Figure 9) Those beds
which lie south of this line and north of 8. line drawn from Warwick
Point throue:h the northernmost ti 1) of Pa.tience Isl~nd to Popa squa sh
Point (an are~ of ppproxim~tely9,400acres) are conditionAlly open/
closed to shellfishing. The conditionpl nature of this regulation
takes into account the e~fects of excessive rainfall and resultant
overflow of combined sewers, urban runoff, hydraulic, ,and tre?tment
problems at the treatment f::lcility, and bypassing of the tre~tment
facility. After rainfall of greater than 1/2" in any 24 hour
Deriod, the shellfish beds of this conditional zone are automatically
closed for seven days. A rainfall of greater than 1" in any 24
hour period results in a ten day closure. Reopening is contingent
upon acceptable coliform MPN on the opening day. Unacceptable MPN
results in a continuation of the closure. Figure 10 and 11 give
an indication of how rainf::lll has effected closure of the condition-
al area in recent years.
During recent years, the conditional area, which comprises
a.bout 50~ of the hard shell clam resource in SA w~ters ( salt WAter
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in which ehellfishing and bathing are uermitted) hAs been closed
for increa.eingly long ne r-Lod s of time due to equipment fRilures
at the Field's Point sewage treatment olant. According to aDEM
renort (Sisson, 1976), areas in the lower Providence River pnd
conditional areas of the Upper Bay that are presently closed to
shellfishing could produce an annuaL ha..rvest of about six million
pounds, worth some $1.5 million (ex-vessel 1979 prices). Using
R. multiplier of 2.76 for Rhode Isla.nd quahogging (Callaghan and
Comerford, 1979), this harvest could contribute about $4 million
annually to the state's economy through direct, indirect, and
induced multinlier effects. 6
Cffici~ls a.t DEM and the Feder~l Food and Drug Administration,
which oversees the shellfish sanitation, tests ~ter. s~moles for
the nresence of coliform bacteria, which are harmless in themselves
but indicate the presence of more toxic bacteria or viruses in
the wa.ter. The water quali t,Y sta.ndards also mes.eur-e dissolved
oxy,q,en levels.
The shellfieh standards (SSGA 765) states that in cLaas SA
waters coliform levels must not exceed a Median Pr-o ba.b.Le Number
(MPN) of 70 per. 100, ml of water. Thi s is a public health me!'! sure
which is designed to minimize the possiblity of a chance spr-ead of
disease through the e!'!ting of shellfish that have been contaminated
by sewage. Those portions of Narragansett Bay with a MPN under
70/100 ml are, therefore, unconditionally open to shellfishing.
SB water (water su i tabLe for bathing, other recreational pur-oo se a ,
industrial cooling, and shellfish harvesting for. human consumption
after d enur-a t.Lon) must not have coliform levels in exce s s of a
MPN of 700/100 mI. Class SC is suitable for fish and wildlife
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habitat, recre~tion~l boating, ~nd industri~l nroceesee and no
coli form levels a re specified. Because of hip;h coliform levels
and low oxygen concentrations, the Providence River is less than
SA, and is classified SC for much of the northern section. Conse-
quently the Providence River north of Conimicut Point hAS been
permanently closed to commerciRl shellfishing since the 1950'S.?
SOme commercial shellfish a.re marketed out of state, the OEM
establishes the closure boundaries with FDA officials whose mission
is to protect public health rather than manage the environment.
As a result, the areas closed to shellfishing include r=- conserVR-
tive safety mprgin. For inst~nce, beds are closed on the basis
of coliform counts tA.ken from samnl.e s of sur-race WAter. In the
Providence River surf~ce WAters hpve much higher concentrations
than either the bottom ~ters or the quahogs themselves. In 1966,
Dr. Andreas Holmeon of the University of Rhode IslAnd undertook a
etudy of the practicality of quahog depuration. Quahogs contamina-
ted with high level. of coliform in' need of depuration could not
be found for experimentation in the Upper Bay during non "-summer
seasons. Yet the area is closed to shellfishing. 8
Irate shellfisherman argue that the state is being too cautious
in its designa.tion of oolluted waters especially in light of the
fact that the coliform str=-ndard is based on an examination of
water APmples rather than the quahogs themselves. DEM officials
themselves state that although this w~ter s~mplin~ method is con-
troversial and inconclusive, it is the most nr-ac t LcaL wo:>y to g~_uge
the level of cont~min~tion to which shellfish pre exnoged. They
argue that the testing of quahogs themselves would be endlessly
time-consuming and costly.
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M~ny quahoggers do not t~ke the state's designation of pollut-
ed wP.ters seriously, re::.soning th::.t quahogs a few hundred y~rds
over the ctdsure line canno-t be more corrte..mi.na t ed th~n those in
LegaL wa terse Shell fish dealers agree that identifying qU~h09s
taken from m:=lrgimd waters is impossible. Warren Finn, whose
Finn's Sea Foods in East Greenwhich is the state's lFrgest shell-
fish dealership , is quoted as saying, "If they go un the Providenc
River and get those that are different colors, you can tell, but
for much of it you can't tell the difference."9 The rationale
of a lar~e number of Rhode Isl:=lnders who earn their living quahog-
p:in~ in Narraga.nsett B::l_y i!!!l perhaps beet summed by Dennis W. Nixon,
attorney of the 'Rhode Isl::.nd Shellfisherman's Association, when
he s~id, "No one ever died from eating a bad NarragRnsett B~y she
fish. The tz;overnment's been so extra ordinary careful, it's over-
kill. They've got a 300 percent safety mRrgin that's not good for
the consumer or the fisherman." Mr. Nixon ::l rgues tha.t authorities
are insensitive to the economic problems afflicting the state's
3,000 commercial quahoggers. "They don't see the very pressing
need perhape to work in the borderline watere. ", he !l:=l Ld , 10
The enforcement of the shellfishing ban in upper Narragansett
Bay has proven to be F! major heada..che to DEM enforcement officials.
The closing of upper Narragansett'Bay~toesh~llfishing has resulted
in the depletion of the quahog beds of the lower bay, lessening
their productivity, with an average quahogger digginp; anywhere
from $30 to $200 a day. On the other hand, a great deal of money
can be made in polluted qua hogging in the Upper Bay where it is
possible bull-rake $500 an hour. Ther have been cl~ims by some
individuals who quahog illegally at night of profits rpnging from
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$2,000 to $3,000 a week. Robert R~yhill, president of the Rhode
I slpnd Shell fi shermans Aseociation, remarked, "Guys working poll-
uted ~tere sc~re the peonl e , They think, jeez ma.ybe I got some
thA.t got to the ma.rket."l!
In December and J~nuary of last year a record of nearly sixty
shellfisherman were a.rrested by enforcement officials of the state
Department of Environmental Management and hauI ed into court.
This was more, according to Superior Court Judge Albert E. DeRobbio,
than he had seen in the previous several years combined.
Rhode Island's strict enforcement laws h8ve·tradition~11y
acted as a major deterrent to illegal shellfishing. Quahog~ing
in closed Wflters is Fl misdemeanor as a first offense and punish-
able by fine, and a felony therepfter. Quahogging after dark and
before dawn is a felony. In 1980 higher fines were imnlemented
in response to the economics of quahoQ;~ing. Itln the palSt, when
fisherman wer getting 30,¢ or 40¢ a pound, $50 fine WA.S pretty
serious,~ according to Captain Albert Judge of OEM's enforcement
division. "Now the price (in 1980) is 80¢ or 85¢; they m~ke so
da.rn much, a. $300 fine doesn't mean A.nything. " This p~st winter
the courts anefJEM considera.bly toughened their stand on pen~lties,
suspended fishing licenses, and imposed higher fines and impounded
much more equipment. In 1980 DEM impounded at le~st six boats
whereas in 1979 the state only impounded two.
The case of Joseph W. Bennett is an examnle of how the state
is cracking down on ille9;::Il quahogging. Bennett made his first
court appearence on J~nupry 25, 1980 pnd pleaded no contest to
charges of illegal quahog~ing on December 28 and Jpnuary 18.
He ~s fined $600. On March 18, 1980 he wa.s arrested ag~in.
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Superior Court Judge Albert E. DeRobbio threw the book at him.
He was fined $500 And W1H3 sentenced to j~ i1 for thirty days,
m~kin~ him the first quahogger to do time for illegpl fishing.
After he ~ot out on April 16, District Court Judge Victor J. Beretta
ordered him to forfeit his boat, ~ 19 foot Cape Codder with p
swift 140 horsepower engine, tynicpl of the overpowered bopts used
in the illegAl quahog t rad e , Bennett's boat was worth over $8,000.
Judge Berettp called him a hazard to the health of Rhode Island who
had threatened quahog consumers with an epidemic of hepatitis,
the most serious malady traceable to contaminated shellfish.
Under state law, DEM can decide whether to keep a forfeited craft
or put it up for Auction, in which case its or-Lg i.na L owner has
the right to submit the first bid. Bennett's greatest fear was
that his shellfishing license would be lifted. The 19 ye~r old
Bennett who has fished on his family's boats since he was eight
and left Toll GAte High School after tenth grade to hprvest quahogs
full time, remArked, "I'd like to know what they expect me to do
for A living? Fishing is my whole life. I CAn't work in p factory
after working outdoors my whole life. I'd be deRd~"
Upon being informed that his boat wa,s forfeited Bennett,
remarked, "I'm done, I'm all done." With two years of 8 suspended
sentence and one year of probation ahead of him, he said, The
consequences of being Accused of pORching by a warden, even unjust-
ly, Are too great. He remarked, "Wha.t if I get my white Cape
Codder back? There are four of them in Apnonaug Cove alone to
be confused with me. What if I buy a gray skiff? There are a
counle of hundred of them on the water." For now, Bennett har-ve s t s
lobster from his father's boat through September, when his father
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returns to quahogging. That should e~rn him enough to mRint~in
the mortgage on his two year old Warwick house and the lORn on
thp. bo~t he once owned. "I'm not going b~ck to the Adult Correction-
Fl.I Institute for two year-s , There FIre anImsLa in there. It was
. I 12horrlb e."
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Findings and Recommend~tions
1) novernment recommendations closing shellfish beds on the basis
of coliform concentrations in surface waters ~re too restrictr.e.
RRrely do fec~l coliform levels in the qu~hogs in the Upper BRy
~nd the lower Providence River exceed FDA m~rket st~ndards. Closure
should be based on shellfish meat samplings vice routine w~.ter
sa.mplings. In this way samplings would be more indicative of the
actu~l state of the resource. As a result, more of the most
productive beds in the bay might be safely opened to fishing.
2) Interstate coopera.tion with the s ta t e of Massachusetts is
essential if the planning and implementation of apQllution abate-
ment strategy is to succeed in rJft. Hone Bay.
3) More information is needed on the impacts of both met"ls and
hydrocarbons on fish and shellfish resources, as well as possible
human he~lth hazards associated with consumption of contaminated
fish and shellfish. It should be noted that denuration may not
remove metal or hydrocarbon corrtam Lna't Lorr, : More research is
needed in this area.
4) Non-point sources of pollution such a s runoff, Leac hate from
septic systems and landfills, marinas, and dredgings and spoil
disposal are a major source of pollution to Nar-rs..g~:msett Bay ,
There are few regulations governing runoff. Existing regulations
for septic systems do not adequa.tely prevent pollutants from enter-
inp-: ad jacerrt waterways, and cannot nrevent pollution from older.
poorly designed systems.
5) Rhode Island is finally starting to move in the right direction
in terms of undating and improving existing publically owned
~ste."ater/se~ge treatment facilities. Figures J" and 1a shows
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existing a,nd oroposed publically owned wastewater treatment plants
in 1977. Today, for the most p~rt, the 1977 proposRls and pl~ns
have not been realized. Only CrRnston has in fRct succeeded in
up~radin~ its sew~ge ol~nt to secondary treatment. ?igures l'
~nd 15 show the Locs t Lon of existing se~ge treatment pl~nts and
rates of dLscharge per d~y. ""urther upgrading of these sewage
trel=ltment pl~nts is necess~ry, particularly the pl~nt located at
Field's Point.
6) As stated previously in this report, the sewage treatment
facility at Field's Point is a major source of sewage pollution
in upper Narragansett Bay in that it, has not provided the second-
R.ry sewa.ge trea tment for which it wa s de signed. The city of Provi-
dence was required by the Environmental Protection Agency to rep~ir
the sewage treAtment plant to assure the quality of the wpter
diBch~rged into the bay met secondary treatment standards by
November 1979. When the city failed to do so, suit wps brought
by DEM and Save the Bpy and in May 1980 U.S. District Court cited
the city in contemot for f~ilure to rehabilitate the plant. In
Aoril 1980, the plant equipment was still not operable, blowers nec-
essary for aerating the sludge were in pieces, v~lves were not
working, and the activated sludge WRS not of the correct composi-
tion needed to decompose the sewage, an essential step in obt~in­
ing secondary treatment. Consequently, the city hired an engineer-
ing firm, Krasnoff Associates, to fix the plant. They have m~de
great strides by reolacing most of the piping and building new
weirs in the setting tanks, subsequently improving the quplity
of' the treated wRter dLscha r-ged to the Uoper Bay. This is encour-
aging. It at Least shows tha.t the EPA, DEM, !=lnd concerned citizenry
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through R concerted effort can force a city such ~s Providence
into Action on the issue of pollution.
There is still ~ gre~t deal of antiqu~ted equinment that
needs to be reulaced. Aer~tion beds need to be repaired and the
be~ch flow of Providence River s~lt w~ter into the pl~nt h~lted
before the dischArge will be of unifo~rn high qUAlity in compli-
a nc e of EPA standards. Tide gate s th~t were built to cover the end
of the d i soha r-ge nine s and block river w~ter from flowing back
into the system ~t high tide have rotted or Are jammed open. It
is estimated that as much as one third of the volume thAt the
nlant treats is Providence River water surging back into the sys-
13tern. This could be reduced by repairing the tidal gates.
Another pressing nroblem mentioned earlier is that since
storm water, industri~l WAste WAter, And rnunicin~l seWAge ~ll
flow into the SAme network of sewer nioe s, fluring periods of heAVy
rAinfall the volume of water flowing through the sewer system
to the nlant rises Above plAnt capacity and is shunted off directly
into the river. In addition to the overflow ~t the pl~nt, there
are numerous byp~sses throught the piping system th~t ~utom~tically
shunt off storm water overflow to some 65 outfalls !'llong the river.
These are called Combined Sewer Overflows (CSOs) since they Are
designed to drAin flood WRters out of the city by combining it with
sewage systems. The sta.te DEM in cooperation with the EPA is
concerned about the effect of this urban runoff on WA.ter quality
in the Upner Bay, and has hired an engineering firm to design ways
to treat the sew~.ge that is discharged through the CSOs•.
CSOs contribute 8?~ of the 440 million gallons per year of
settleable solids that flow to the bAy. They are a source of
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coliform bacteria ~nd petroleum hyd r-o ca rbons A s welL According
to ~n FDA survey conducted in 1977, over 117 ~utomAtic sewAge
bypasses in the uipes of the Providence system were clogged ~nd
stuck open so that l!Jew~ge was being dischArged directly to the
bay before it even got to the treatment pl~nt. Maintenance crews
were supposed to hAVA fixed the clogs but there is still consider-
able dry weather sewage d i sc hs r-ge according to a recent survey by
Dr. Eva Hof'f'man of URI. 14
According to DEM estimates it will cost approximately 115
million to expand and upgrade the Providence sewage treatment
plant and construct two holding tanks ~t the site to process some
of the combined seWAge overflow. The feder::!l government was ex-
uected to contribute 75C of the cost, the stAte 15C ~nd the local
town 1~. Unfortunately, the ~mount of money these grouus now
have av~ilable for the project falls far short of wh~t is needed.
As a result, the Rhode Island state legislature authorized ~
referendum for an 80 million dollar bond issue in November of
1980 to help m::!ke up the cost. The people of Rhode Island came
out strong in the pol~s in support of Proposition 2 thereby
reRffirming the fact that they are determined that Narra.gansett
Bay be cleaned ttn and its former beauty restored. The bond issue
will enable a new authority to be created to collect user fees,
manage contribution funds and operate the Dl~nt.
--
--
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Having examined the problem of water pollution in upper
N8.rraganeett Bay and its impact on the Rhode I eland quahog industry,
I will now examine an equally potential threat to the indeoendent
Rhode leland quahogge~ namel~ the prospect of an expanding aqua-
culture industry. I shall first examine the history of aquRculture
in N~rra~ansett Bay.
The cultivated oyster induetry w~s once one of the st:=lte's
most important marine busLne see s in terms of aquacu l,ture. In
ea.rly colonial times, the Upper Bay produced exception~lly abun-
dant oysters. Productive natural oyster bede at one time covered
the entire upper half of the Providence River extending into the
cove next to the r~ilroad station. One of the best beds, known
as Great Bed, covered 160 acres south of Field's Point. The
Seekonk River produced good oysters regularly even through the
1800's. Schooners from Welfleet, Massachusetts used to get seed
from Na.rragl'lnsett Ba.y to tra.nsnlant in their beds. 15
During the 1800' s, most of the natural oyster fiehing W1'!S
reolaced by a flourishin~ oyster culture industry in the bay,
in which seed had to be imnorted from other states. Starting in
1844, sections of the bay were leased for oyster growing. As
many as haLf a million bushels of seed were tra.nsported ?nnu::llly
from Long Island or other coa s'taL 10CR,lities in southern New England,
and la,ter from the ChesapeB.ke Bay when local seed stocke r-an out
because of overfishing. Local seed was planted in the best beds
Buch as those off Field's Point, Pawtuxet Cove, Gaspee Point,
Conimcut Point, Nyatt Point, Rumstick Point. the Wa.rren, Barrington
and Kickamuit Rivere and imported seed from Chesapeake Bay placed
on beds in the reet of the b::lY. There wa s a regular coae'taL trade
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in oyster seed which were brought up from the Chesapeake to beds
in New England.
In 1880 over 1,000 acres of Narragansett Bay were leased from
the state of Rhode Island and oysters made up more th~n half of
the total value of all fisheries in Rhode Island. By 1892 oyster
grounds were leased ~ll the w~y up the Providence River and into
the Seekonk River (figure 11). Some of the most orized ~nd pro-
ductive beds were an Starvegoat IBl~nd, a.n oyster bar now covered
by fill at Field's Point. The industry peaked in 1910 with 21,000
acres lea.sed which brouzht $106,839 in fees into the state's
treasury. Nearly 1500 peonle were emnloyed in the industry and
15.3 million pounds of oyster mea.ts were landed that year (Alexander
1966) .
Subsequently, the fishery declined through the 1930's prim-
arily due to increasin~ scarcity and expense of seed stock and
the mana~ement problems that led to widesDreadpoaching. Other
contributing factors in the decline of the fishery were nollution,
starfish nredators and hurricane destruction. The mprket ~nd
industry outstripoed the sunuly. The source gradually moved from
ClllDe Cod to Narragansett Bay to Long Island to Che saneake B",y and the
industry followed. The llllst oyster business in the b:=ly closed
it d . 16S oors an 1957.
Recent and on-going aquaculture efforte have met with vRrying
success. Since 1978, shellfish farmers have recieved 'experimental'
permits from the state Coastal Resources N!anagement Council for
three NarragRnsett Bay and eleven COB stal salt water nonds pro jects
linin~ the shore of South County, allowin~ them to fence off
nortions of the water Rnd lllttempt to ~row mussels or oysters on
lines supended from rafts or floats. Figure lashows the loc~tion
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of existing ~quaculture sites on Narragansett Bay ~nd the South
County shoreline. Of the eleven sites currently in e~istence
a Ll, but two R.re de s i.aned as small scp.le operations or as described
by Ronald Smaldone, an ocean industries officer for Rhode Island
Ho s ol taL Trust N~tionl"\l Bank, "in the limbo between a hobby and
a. commercial venture." The two sites th~t currently show consider-
abl,e comme r-cLaL not errt i.aL are Blue s nd Gold Sea Farms Loco t ed in
Middletown and l:'ln oyster f8rrn oper~ted on Prudence IsI~nd by
Luther Blout. Blout's farm is ope r-ated on an artificial pond on
land he owns privately so its effects on alternative bFly uses is
minimal while that of mussel fl=lrming operFltion such ae Blue and
Gold Sea Farms is quite the contrary.
The idea of artifically cultivating the Atl~ntic sea mussel
(lVytelus edulis) ie not new. The mus~el was considered a delicacy
in many parts of Europe and ie cultrued extensively in Holland,
France, and p~rticularly the Bay of Viga in Spain. In general
however, this species, which occurs in abundance in the intertida.l
and sub-tid~l zones throughout New England, is frequently regprded
as a pest rather than 8.S a pot errt i.eLl.y va Luab.l e food product.
In recent years, most of the U.S. production has been centered
in New En~land, primarily in ~assachusettB ~nd secondarily in Maine.
From 1960 through 1967. mussel landings in the United states ranged
from 3.20 x 105 pounds meat weight valued ex-vessel at $3.4 x 104
in 1964 to 8.03 x 10 5 poufids' valued at 1.01 x 105 in 1967 indicated
both an increase in demand ?nd an increase in market price.
Ex-vessel prices were approximately 8¢ to 10¢ per pound. l ? Today's
retail price is $2.00 per pound.
In 197~, a state agency in M~ine began a consumer educ~tion
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program reg~rding mussels Rnd the resulting mArket dempnd exceeded
the capacity of the existing fishery •. It is predicted thr-lt ~s
market demand continues to expand, naturAl stocks will be insuffi-
cient ~nd ~quaculture ventures will be needed. A similar urogr~m
WI3!'il conducted in the Pac i f Lc Northwest in order to determine the
potenti~l m~rketin~ of mussels. Results indic~te th~t ~n under-
t "l " d k t f I" t 18u 1 lze mar e or musse eX1S s.
The cha rac t e r i at i c s of the sea mussel f~.vorable for commercial
culture here in New Engl~nd waters area
1) The sea mussel is a hardy species, capable of withst~nding
prolonged exposure to warm and freezing temper~tures when estab-
lished between the tide lines. By means of its byssal threads,
it can establish dense colonies on virtually any type of substratum
other t han mud.
2) Like most other bivalve mollusks, the mussel is highly fecund.
A m~ture fem~le may rele~Be unto ten million eggs at R single
smiwning.
3) Growth rnte is rel~tively r?pid, ns r-t l cuLar-Lv if off-bottom
techniques ~re utilized. It is estim~ted th~t mussels grown'in
this fashion are mr-trketable in 12 to 18 months. Since the mussel
is a filter feeder, subsisting on nhytopankton And pprticul~te
organic detritus, its nutritional requirements are immedi~tely
available in the WBter column. Although the meat yeild of wild
mussels varies both seasonally and specifically each animal,
19a bushel of cultured mussels yields about one gallon of wet meats •.
4) Due to its habits of attachment, mussels are readily cultured
by suspension techniques by which intensive yields CRn be ob~ined
from rel~tivelv small ~reas. Ryther And Bardrach (1968) report
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an annual yield of 240 metric tons of mussels per acre per year
in parts of Spain when raft culture techniques 8 .. re employed.
5) The mussel hRs been induced to snawn in carrt i v i.ty , And the
Larve h? s been r ear-ed successfully through metamorphasis (Loo sano t'f
and DRVis 1963). However, due to the general abundAnce of present
stock and bec~use annual reproduction appears to occur consistently
wherever adult beds are established, artifical teChniques for
supplying juveniles on a regulAr basis would probably never be
required.
The characteristics of the sea mussel unfavorable for commer-
cial culture in New EnglRnd are:
1) In the Northeast sector of its range i.e. eastern Maine and
the Maritime provinces of Canada, the mussel occasionally becomes
toxic and unfit for consumption (Medcof 1947). Incidents of mussel
poisoning have been attributed to seasonal blooms of the ohyto-
palnktonic dinoplagellate, Gonyaulax tamerensis, which, when
ingested by the mussel, makes the flesh poisonous (Wulford 1958).
This is commonly known as 'red tide'. Periods of toxicity APpear
to be restricted to the late summer and early fall.
2) In certain areas, the mussel may develop pearl, which because of
the resulting annoyance when chewed, limit market value. Mussels
cultured by suspension techniques are relatively free of this
problem.
J) In order to be attractive and presentable for~e market, the
mu s seL muet be Yffl.shed and its byssal threads removed. In the past
no machinery existed that was sDecifically designed to shuck mussels,
this process wa.s done by hand and constituted R lA.rge expense in
mussel processing. The byssa~ threads had to be removed from the
--
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mea.ts ~fter shucking and this increased considerably the time ~nd
care required to preoare mussels. Cooked mussel me~t could e~sily
be removed from the shell after ste~ming or boiling.
Recently ~ comp~ny in Nov~ Scotia, C~n~d~ developed the first
mech~nized technique in North America for processing cultured blue
mussels. With technic~l ~sedst::lnce from the Nova. Scotia Dep~rtment
of Fisheries, Lismore Seafoods, Ltd. produced 14,000 c~ns of blue
mussels that were grown on the eastern shore using aquaculture
techniques. Without the mechanization Nova Scotia mussels would
not have been competitive with European mussels. 20
Another recent development is that of a machine designed to
grade mussels for market. The machine was developed by two rese~rch­
era in Maine and is designed so that a small business man CRn
. • • d 21assemble it hlmself. It lS reasonably prlce •
In 1975 researchers in Maine designed and implemented an
innovative system for culturing mussels. It is a modific~tion
of the European long-time technique. TWO parallel long lines
are suspended underwater from a series of plpstic floats. The
lines are connected by slats placed one foot apart. The mussels
are cultured on ropes hanging from the slats. The cost of the
entire system is $5,000, and it has the potential of yielding
2,000 bushels of mussels in a year. At the current market price
of $20 per bushel, the operAtion could gross $40, 000 R. yea r-,
The estimated annual operating costs for the system, including
fuel, 'equipment depreciation, maintenance and other expenses are
approximately $5,000 providing a net profit of $35,000 a year. 22
We will now examine the Blue and Gold Sea Par-m which utilizes
this nsr-t i.cuLe r- method in the raising of its mussels.
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Blue and Gold Sea Farms occupies a.. bout five acres of water
off an old navy wha.rf in Middletown ca.lled lY!idWRy Pier. Blue and
Gold was founded in 1978 by C. Gra.ham Hurlburt, ? Harvard University
a.dministrator who studi~d mussell farming in Eurone. Blue Gold's
preAident, Nr. Link MurrRy has state permission to eventually ex-
pand to sixty acres. In 1979 Bllt16and Gold Sea F?rms harvested
200 bushels while in the 1980-1981 se~son it is predicted Blue
Gold will har-ve s t 30,000 bushels. The 1979 season was experimentaL
Murray said, "Ultimately Blue and Gold may produce annually between
200,000 and 300,000 bushels--equivilant to the current annual con-
sumption in the U.S." In terms of initial investment Murray has
t!ltated, "We've invested $15,000 in every acre out therenot counting
the mistaket!l we've made and the marketing tests we've run."23
Murray ha IS sta.ted, "Successfully cult i vated muaeel s a.re superior
to the natural variety. We grow them off the bottom so thereiis
no sand in them. They grow faster, so there's no pearl ~nd the
shell is clean so they're better for restaurants to serve. Rest-
aurants that have bought from Blue Gold's first marketable harvest
have reported sharp increases in orders for the molluscs." Murray
also believes that cultivating mussels may be one ~nswer to the
chronic problem of bay pollution. Because solid pollutants such
a s sewage rest l!'lrgely in bottom sediments, mussels grown from
suspended lines may be less subject to contamination. 24
There a.re definite signs that aquaculture such as mussel farms
is gradually ga.ining credibility and favor among state officials
and other important observers. For one thing, as an indust, its
future is viewed enthusiastically by investors. Mr. Ronald Smaldone
of Rosuital Trust Bank. said, "We think it has a considerable amount
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of notential. There's R demonstrated marketability of the product,
~nd Blue Gold hRS shown just what young Rnd Rgressive ~nd bri~ht
people CRn do." L~st yepr Representative M~ry M. Kilmarx of
B~rrin~ton touched off a storm with those citizens of Rhode Isl~nd
who earn R living as commerci~l qURhoggers when she pressed for
approval of legislation simplifying regulation of aquaculture. 25
Current regulations governing Rhode IsI~nd Rquaculture as
set forth in the I!lta.te's COil'!.etal Resource M:"1nRgement Program are
as followsr
A. 1. Proposed aquaculture activities in Rhode Island's coastal
region and/or in any waters subjected to the Council's juris-
diction shaLl. require a Council permit.
2. 1\pplicants for such a permit shall demonstra.te by a fair
preponderance of evidenc$ that the proposed action will notl
R. Conflict with any Council management plan or program.
b. Make any area unsuitable for any uses or Activities
to which it is allocated by a Council management
plan or. program; or
c. Signi~icantly damage the environment of the coastal
region.
3. Applicptions shRIll
R. Describe the locption and size of the prea proposed.
b. Identify the species to be m~npged or cultiv~ted within
the permitted a.rea arid over wh i ch the anplicpnt shpll
have exclusive right.
c. Describe the method or mpnner of management or cultiva-
tion to be utilized.
d. Provide such other Lnf'o r-ma t Lo n as m~y be necessary
to determine
The compatibility of the proposal with other
existing and potenti~l uses of the affected
area and areas contiguous to it.
The degree of exclusivity required for aqua-
cultural uses of the proposed site.
4. The Council shall consult with the Department of Environ-
mental Management and the Narine Fisheries Council to ensure
that the proposed project is not in conflict with any fisheries
management plan, nrogram or regulation.
S. It shall be further demone't rated by reliable and nrobat Lva
evidence that the coastal resources are c"lp'=lble of supporting
the proposed activity including the imppcts '=Ind/or effects
upon:
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a. The riparian rights of adj~cent.land owners
b. Naviga. t ion
c. WAter quality
d. Marine and coastal recreation
e. NR.tive coastaL and maine life forms
6. A council permit for A nroposed Aquacultural activity
will be in the form of ~ lease. Such leAse 8h~11
contAin such conditions as the Council shAll deem
necessary.
B. Any person who mAliciously and willfully destroys, v~ndalizes
or otherwise disrupte aquacul, tural a.ctivi ties which are the
eubject of a valid CQuncil permit shall be deemed in viol~tion
of an order of the Council and liable to All fines and penAlties
under law.
c. The Council shall continue to support study and evalu~tion
to identify potential aquaculture sites. use conflicts, and the
typee of aquaculture pro~rams which are most economically 26
and environmentally con~istent with overall Council policy.
~epresentativeKilmarx's remarks increased quahogger~' fear
that a relaxption of existing state laws currently regulating the
aquaculture industry could cause history to repeAt itself leading
to a ei t.ua t Lon similar to the heyday of the old oyster cultivators.
Mr. Dennis W. Nixon has stAted, "That's eXActly what we're afr~id of,
a resurgence of the industry thAt excluded the indenendent fisher-
man," 27 Mr. Bill Nolan, Fl Warren shellfisherman with 38 yea rs
exnerLenc e , is quoted as saying, "I can remember when every piece
of ll=lnd WAI! taken. Any old timer will tell you the same thing.
We used to Of'ly 25¢ A. bushel just to go fishing in there. when we
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were only getting $2.00 at the market." Many quahoggers feel
that any designation of w~ters for private commercial fishing
is an infringement on their right guaranteed tw the stat consti tu-
tion to R. 'free and common fiehery' in Narraga.nsett Bay. This
tradition dAtes back to 1639 when a f'am i.ne was imminent and a
e;eneral a ssembly of freemen voted that a.Ll, ~ter below sea level
was declared free for fishing. In the 1683 charter from England
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establishing the Providence Plantation, the right of free fishing
wa.S p:;uaranteed to every citizen. The right of free and common
fisheries for the public benefit is still je~lously guarded by
~hode Islanders. Mr. Nolan voiced the concerns of m~ny Rhode
Isl~nd shellfishermen when he sr-lid, "We don't want to loose even
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an inch. Once you've started, It's 11ke a c~ncer."
Presently~ the st~te of Rhode Island does not charge a fee
from the existing aquaculture projects even though they h~ve been
given exclusive leases to up to 60 acres of Narragansett Bay.
Mr. Link Murra.y has stated that he would be willing to pl=ly a.
reasonable lease price for his 60 acres. In refering to the 60
acres off Aquidneck Island reserved for Blue and Gold Sea Farms
he said," I'll pay more for an acre of this t han anyone else would
pay for land that can't be used for shellfishing." The Rhode
Island Coastal Resources Mana~ement Council will not set R price
for leases pending a study by a state commission appointed by
Governor Garra.hy in Sentember of 1980. Murray said,"Ohr;lrges in
other coa sta 1 states in which Blue Gold ha S ::In interest range
from $5 and $25 an acre." ,At that sC:::lle Blue Gold would p:::lY up
$ 30to 1500 annually for its 60 acres.
Royalties are another matter. Because they involve a ch~rge
on volume of sales or production MurrRy argues, "Even a small
royalty creates and incentive to exp:::lnd our acreage rather th~n
intensively use the acreage we have," and might lead him to move
to lea.sed waters in Oregon or MR.ine. John Lyons, cha irman of CRMC,
agreed when he sl"lid, "Lease fees are better than royalties. At
least they're 8 fixed expense." Legislation was filed in a General
Assembly session in the summer of 1980 that would have charged
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aquacul, ture farms royal ties, a provision inserted by qua.hogging
interests. The clause however, W~B struck from the bill. It w~s
decided instead that a state commission'appointed by Governor
Garrahy would nl~n ch~rl2:es for all nrivate commerci~l uses of the
bay LncLud i ng aquacu'l ture f'arms and m~rina s as well ::I.e resolve
fishing conflicts. The st~te commi~Bion consists of twelve members
and 'a ch» irman representing a variety of area. interests such ~ s
commerc ial fishing, aq uacul ture, s por-t f'Lsh i ng , an environmental
group, the University of Rhode Island, the CRMC, and the state
Department of Environmental Management.
Another fear of shellfishermen is that museel farms like Blue
Gold will saturate surrounding wa..ters with larval mussels, which
grow in thick blankets over the bottom, bound tightly together
with snidery filaments and smothering whatever quahop;s may have
been buried in the sediment. Robert Rayhill has stated,"They'll
be our ruination. Once you get a mussel set they le!=lve their ehelle
and we have to put UP with them for eight to ten yea r-s, The
WP<y thoee things tie un, they emother everything. H)l
Murray and the state's m;:lrine scientific community including
William Lanpin, a biologist for the state DEM, who oversees aqua-
culture permite disagrees with Mr. R~yhill. L~ppin ;:lr~ues,
ltThereare so m8ny natural mussel beds in the bay th::l.t when they
spawn in the spring, the water is saturated with seed. If condi-
tione are ri~ht they tIl set. If you add ~nother one tenth of one
percent, or two percent, it doesn't affect the setting." L~ppin
incidently, has .come on etrongly in suppo r-t of aquacul tur-e ,
Acoord Lng to him,· Narragansett Bay is ~ tremendously productive
biological system, but a lot of its pl~nkton is just being ~sted.
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Aqua.culture ie a way to utilize this productivity in a way compat-
able with the state's economy. It's nonpolluting and it produces
")2income And food.
Murr~y agrees that the he~vy mussel set indentified by qU~hog­
gers in 1980--particularly around Blue Gold's leasehold--is the
product of biologicAl cycles. He.st~tes, "The fishermen I know
never get a heavy set two years in a row, so if there is a heavy
set now the facts will rebutt the charges next year. H33
Aquaculturiste and state officials argue that the fears of
quahoggers that the aqua.culture industry will expand and force
them out of the bay as the oyster industry did years ago, is un-
founded. They state that the CRMC will not issue an aquaculture
permit for any area with an existing quahog bed. They point out that
one oyster farming pr-o po sa.L by a Maine fisherman for an area just
south of the Jamestown Bridge in fact, w~s rejected on evidence
that quaho~s were being fished on the sight. Even this does not
all~y the fears of most quahoggers, who contend that areas of the bay
bottom b~rren today might be lush with quahogs next year. Robert
R~yhill, president of the Rhode Island Quahoggers Associ~tion,
saye , "You ca n t t sPy where the quahogs are. You never know where
a set is going to corne in."34
Mr. Bruce Rogers, president of the Rhode Islpnd Aquaculture
Association, recently accused traditional fishermen of, "mortgaging
the future to preserve the past". He claims that aquaculture
does not lease large bottom areas as the oyster industry did at
the turn of the century, but uses floating gear in relatively
small areas to maximize growth rates of shellfish and avoid
bottom predators.
-..
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His recent remarks criticizing a DEM pl~n currently under-
going drafting for the CRlV!C concerning locating sites for aqua-
culture projects where they will cause the least conflict with .
other activities has caused even greater anxiety ~rnong qu~hoggers.
According to him, e~ch kind of fishing activity should be situ-
ated according to its potential for maximizing each area's biologi-
cal output, not avoiding p6litical problems. J5 The DEM pl~n would
. .
allow aquaculture in roughly half of little Narragansett Bay,
Winnapaug Pond, Quonochontaug Pond, Charlestown (Ninegret) Pond,
Green Hill Pond and the Pettaquamscutt River.
Dennis W. Nixon, .legal council to the Rhode Island Shellfish-
errnans Association, urged Governor Garrahy to appoint the task force.
Mr. Nixon has continually stated that members of the Shellfisher-
mans Association believe, "That they are caught between the pincers
of pollution from the north of the bay and aquaculture from the
south," and tha.t shellfisherman only want to preserve their way
of life. I am inclined to support Mr. Nixon'S stance in lieu of
the earlier portion of this report on Upper Bay water pollution
and also in light of Mr. Rogers critical remarks concerning DEM's
attempts of siting aquaculture projects in areas where they will
not conflict with existing quahog fisheries. J6
John A. Lyons, chairman and executive director of the state CRMC
has stated that aquaculture would not cover the bay, noting that
the coaetal council has approved only three bay !Ond eleven coastal
nond nrojects since 1978, and is holding off on a fourth bay pro-
ject west of Prudence Island until Governor Garrahy's task force
completes its study. Nr. Nixon agrees that state officials are
now careful to reject aquaculture proposals in areas with existing
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shellfisheries. ~But," he cautioned, "if it (aquaculture) catches
on as it gains strength and popularity there will be increasing
oressure to approve projects in the bay.")?
A public hearin~ on 18 December in Portsmouth resulted in
a heated debate between those forces promoting the aquaculture
Lndustr-y and those representing the concerns of the Rhode I al.and
quahogge r , The debate concerned an aquacul ture permit application
by a Mr. William K. Macy to construct a 21 acre commercial mussel
farming operation on the west side of Prudence Island. In an effort
to win approval for the aquaculture permit, Mr. Macy's leg?l repre-
sentative Timothy T. Moore attempted to convince the Coastal
Resources Management Council that his proposed project was,in
his words, "reasonably compatible with other uses and would not
have a significant adverse impact on other uses.")8 He lent parti-
cular emphasis on the words 'reasonable' and 'significant' implying
that the incidental use of the ar-ea by quahogge r-s , fisherman,
lobsterman, and snorts fieherman was not in his e s't Imat e going to
have a. U significa.nt or even minimal impact on their livelihood." 39
He p180 argued th:::lt the increased amount; of muesel spat caused by
a mussel f'arm would not have a significpnt a.dverse imnl'>ct because
.tlt is really the favorable setting conditiona which determine the
mussel growth and not the question of how mpny mussels you have
in the bay that are producing spat.,,40 This cl~irn of Mr. Moore's
has never in fact been eubs tarrt Iated by any type of resep. rch or
analysis in Narragansett Bay.
Mr. Moore's opponent Mr. Dennis W. Nixon, quoted the preamble
from Rhode Island's present aquaculture law which states, "Whereas
the process of aquaculture should only be conducted within the
-35-
waters of the state in a manner consistent with the best public
interest with particular consideration given to the effect of
aquaculture on other uses of the free and common fishery, of
navi~ation and the compatibility of aquaculture with the environ-
41
ment of the WAters of the state."
Mr. Nixon SOlBlhtto Drove thRt Mr. Macy's proposed project
should be rejected by the eRMC due to failings in three vital areas.
The firet is that Mr. M~cy f'aLl.ed to prove that his aquaculture
project is not likely to have an adverse impact on the mar-i.ne life
adjacent to the area he is seeking. Secondly, Mr. M8cy fRiled to
Drove that the proposed mussel f:::-rm would not likely h~ve Rn
adverse impact on the continued vitality of the indigenous fisheries
of the state, and third, that the project was consista.nt with com-
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peting uses engaged in the eXploitation of marine fisheries.
In his opening remarks, Mr. Nixon successfully showed th~t
an accurate picture of the existing ponulation of fish and shellfish
in the proposed site had not in fact been established. Dr. Richard
Earl Crawford, a reputed biologist currently employed by the
stl'lte of Rhode Isl~nd, in a study of the a.bund~nce and distribution
of fish and shellfish in c er-ta rn Rhode Isla.nd w~ters, et!=lted con-
clusively that the rocking chair dredge utilized by ~r. William
LapDin in predicting the population of quahogs in the site concern-
ed WAS ineffective as a qu~ntitative samnl.e r of qus hogs , Dr. Crawford
pointed out that quahog dietribution is contagious dietribution or
clumped distribution vice uniform distribution. He also saLd that
the oarticular rocking chair dredge utilized in the survey was
itself defective in that four of the eighteen teeth were broken.
~urthermore, the teeth were sppced1t" apart and it also had 2"
rings in the ba ck which would be bia.sed toward only the larger
-)6-
ehellfish rather than getting 9 cross sampling of the existing
pODulation as w~s intended.
Dr. Crawford also refuted the accuracy of 8 simil~r report
by Dr.' Ovia,tt which utilized a Van Veen dredge or grab samnler on
the basis that Dr. Ovi~tt only s~mpled ten stations of one equare
meter a piece and renorted a .9 quaho~ density. The fact of the
matter is that the area in question consists of 85,000 square
meters so Dr. Oviatt's samnling was about one hundredth of one
nercent of the entire area. Dr. Crawford stated that he had in
fact, sampled a few nIeces and had identical results. He states
that a.• 9 density can be very misleading. He said, "I have had
densit~es of .9 quaho~s per square meter and there have been com-
mercial fisheries in the same water and in order for me to adequately
samnl.e theee areas I have had to go to fishermen and in e separate
tyne of survey ask for directions, if you will, for where the
quahoes are and them samnl,e t ho ee area,s senarately.tt 43 Dr. Crawford
also nointed out that a recent report from the Den~rtment of
N~tural Resources concernin~ shellfish ponul~tions in ~reas very
near the site in question have densities of 1 to 4.1 and ~re
actively shellfished.
Finally, Dr. Crawford to.k issue with Dr. Oviatt's report
that the characteristics of the bottom sediment of the site in
question are '8 soft bottom community and it is quite unnattare L
that quahogs, which prefer a sandier sediment, could ever be abun-
dant in such an area.- Dr. Crawford stated that the exact nature
of the bottom sediments in the area of concern has never been
clearly established. One renort by a Dr. MCMaster, describes the
bottom characteristic a e being clayey silt consieting of less
-)7-
than 29 percent sand: another report by a geologist stated that
the bottom had a. content of greater than 50 percent sand.
Dr. Crawford also m~de comnarison of this site and the Ohio
Led~e in N~rr~~pn~ett B?y. Ohio Ledge, one of the l~r~est ~hellfiBh­
in~ ~reAS today, has a bottom composed of cl~yey eilt simil~r to
thpt of the area in question. Twelve years ~go the Ohio Ledge went
throu~h a period of dormancy whereas todAY it is ~ very productive
area. This in itself is solid evidence that a cl~yey silt bottom
can in f'ac t support a. tremendous number of quahogs.
Mr. Nixon then ~ddressed the environment~l impact of mussel
farming. Dr. Crawford stated, "I do believe a. large, dense popu-
lation of any robust shellfish, or fecund shellfish, is going to
affect the immediate area particularly where the environment is
so fa.vorable. Hope Isla nd and Del!lpair: Island a re both good habita,t,
and I think we could exoec t to see mussels enuearing inpre!l1,s
where they h:q,ven't been, pnd anybody that has had a dock or ~
mooring line could expect increased fouling Buch as occurs when
e lobsterman gets his gear near p natural mussel bed."44
In questioning Mr. John Smith, a commercial fisherman and
lobsterman from the state of Maine, who testified on beh!'o1lf of
Mr. Macy, Mr. Nixon Bsked,"Have you had the OCCAsion of having
a little trouble with mussels on your lobster gear wher they in
fect COB,t your pots, cover the line juet as the same polypropylene
that they will util:ize tomttral.llt'mu.sels· B,nd spat in the proposed
aquaculture site?" Mr. Smith responded that 'that the only time
I have had that problem is when I have lost a tran for ""bout six
months l=lnd I haven't been tending it. The line ~oes back out over
QIld
the stern"most of that stuff is glided off. If you h",ven't been
-)8-
tending your gear maybe six months it will be fouled, but if you
are tendin~ it---". Mr. Nixon then interjected th~t this only
goes to prove that the marine environment of Maine with its cold
w!'Iters is f~r different than that of Rhode Island which is ch~rac­
ce r i.z ed by Wll'l.rmer ~ters ~nd faster rates of mu s seL production. 45
Mr. Paul Hoxsie a commerci~l Qhode Isl"'nd fisherman w~s ~sked,
"In the ques~ion or mussels and lobstering, could you telL the
members of the council if in fact there is any problem with mussels
accumulating on pots and lines in Rhode Island w~ters?M Mr. Hoxsie
responded, "In the past two years we have had a problem with mussels
coating the pots just like barnacles or seaweed to the stage
where a fter three or four weeks you "Ll, have to bring the lobster
pots in and dry them out and brush them off with a wire brush be-
cause there are so many massels on them you cantt get them off with
rakes. This is also on the lines."46
Mr. Nixon then verified the fact that the w~ters of the oro-
posed site ~re in fact utilized by commercial shellfishermen
throu~h the testimony of Mr. Robert R"'yhill. Mr. Nixon snecific"'lly
asked, "Would the members of the Rhode Island Shellfisherm~ns
Associ~t'ion be adversely affected if these 21 acres were t~ken
away from them?" Mr. Rayhill responded, "Yes I really think they
would be, the simple reason we are having so much trouble with
pollution with the Upper Bay being closed, and not only that we
have over 3000 quahog licenses out and we h~ven·t got enough
room now for the )000."47
Mr. Nixon the askedM~. George Levesque, a representative of
the Rhode Island Inshore Fishermans Association if the granting of
an aquaculture 'Oermit would adversely effect his group's interests.
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Mr. Levesque reolied,"Yee, this is pretty much right in the ~rea
of Flnother tow. We just lost ground to the MERL nroject. We
hFld our troubles with th8t ~nd it took a big chunk of our ground.
Now this guy is going to t~ke some more of our ground. We're
. 48runnin~ out of nl~ces to fish up there." Mr. Levesque ~lso stated
th~t the oronosed mussel f~rm would nrevent him from s~fely
m~neuvering his inshore dragger in the ~re~. He estim~ted th~t
he would need 200"yards to ensure eFlfe ms nsuve re b i Lt ty t~king
into Recount wind ~nd currents in the bpy.
The fact that the site in question is utilized by commerci~l
lobstermen was verified by Mr. Hoxsie of the Rhode Isl~nd Lobster-
mans ASl!!loci~tion when he sa i.d , "Presently there are five Lo bs t e r-man
from Wickford, FlS well as sve r-aI f'r-om Warren, Bristol, and Newport
lobstering on and about the ,locus of this Rpplic~tion. This is a
traditional winter lobster ground and is used during other se~sons
8f3 welL The Flre~ has been known to B a good producing bottom in
the PAst. These men's commercipl well being is at stake. H49
Mr. Jacob Dy~strR, nresident of the Point Judith Fisherm~ns
Cooperative Association, objected to the use of the sig~t for
aquaculture in that 'This is one more loes of trawlpble ground.
we are loosing trawla.ble ground all the time to various Rctivi ties. •
He also stated t ha t the need existed for a. complete environmental
impact statement on the issue, before any type of sound resnonsible
50judgement could be made. Mr. Daniel Dickinson, owner and operator
of a. smaLl, inshore d'ragger, testified that he utilized the ar-ea
in question as wellas anproximately nine other small time onerators.
N'r. Ralph Bor8gine Spoke sma n of the New Enghmd Fishing
Steering Committee etated that, " The steering committee has in
-..
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the past and would most likely in the future support ~quaculture
where'e-ver it can, and it hR.S done this in sever~l W8.VS in the past.
However, the reason we ~re m~kin~ ~ stand tonight ~nd not support-
ing this one is bec~use it conflicts with he ongoing fisheries. H51
c ..)Y!r. Fred IV! Caron, a Rhode Island comme r-cLs L shellf1sherm8n,
recently circulated a petition l=lgainst the granting of A license
on the proposed site. His petition/which consisted of 1,783 signi-
tures represented a cross section of the citizens of the st~te,
is 8n LndIcs t Ion tha.t the genera.l public is ~lso a.pposed to the
proposal.
Mr. Sydney Greenwl=lll, president of the Narragansett Bay Y~cht­
ing Association 'stated that there are overnight mooring areas in
the proposed site and that yachts do sRil past that area on their
way to other mooring sites south of Pine Hill which are frequently
used. The nronosed site is 8leo used l=lS an area of transit for
all kinds of offici~l sailing events. When asked by Mr. Nixon if the
members of the NBYA would be adversely Lmnac t ed if the proposed
aquacul tur-e farm was allowed to be built, Mr. Green~ll responded,
"I would say tht=lt anything that restricts sa iling in the w~ters
would be of serious concern to us. I'm not famili8r with the
impact extnet of the aquaculture floats, how far out they would
be, but, from what I have seen, it would oert..,inly be of some con-
cern. H 52
Mr. Mcparland, a Portsmouth resident, stpted, H What I pm
concerned about is the fact that everyone here, most everyone here
are fisherman, but mA.ny people ::lre actually concerned with visual
pollution which is a question that has to be considered."53 Mr. Macy's
nroposed aquaculture farm would nl.s ce 3,500 five foot plastic
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buoys in the b~y.
Mr. Harold Cutty, of North Kingston, pointed out that Mr. Macy's
mussel farm will emnloy somewhere in the order of pbout )0 people
during neak employment with maybe a dozen full time and the rempin-
der seasonal as the harve at season goes on. He stated, "The council
wouln kindly note, I think ~epresented here this evening are
nrobRbly over )50 to 400 members of different associations connect-
ed with the Lobster Association, Fishermans AssociRtion, and
Shellfisher.mans Association and I think they ~lso represent their
families and I would hope, ~nd I know you will certainly tRke this
into coneider~tion. th~t the employment of not only the older neople,
the old timers in the fishing industry, but Rlso the many younger
neo pl e who are attracted to fishing and quahogg i ng being independent
fisherman themselves." Plain and simnle Mr. Macy's 'Proposed mussel
farm will eliminate more jobs than it will create.
I wholeheartedly agr-e e with Nr. Nixon'lIJ final Rm'llysis of
the situa tion when he" addressed the CRJYlC with the statement, "I
just want to conclude by sRyin~ that your role toni~ht is to take
a look at the aquaculture.law pRssed by the General Assembly
last year to determine if the anplicant me' certain statutory
burdens, not one, not two, certainly not three.
He will have negative economic, soc iAl, And envi ronmerrt-i),
effects for the neople of the state of Rhode IslAnd. It will
benefit only Mr. WilliRm MRcy. This in our opinion is eXRctly
the type of pr-ooo saL that the new aquaculture Law was designed
to prevent. Whenever there is I=l significRnt impact on an existing
fishery of Rny kind, and we've got h~lf a dozen here, tonight,
it is your role to deny that application because so mRny other
people are going to be adversely Rffected. This is R long-term
lease we're tRlking about. We're talking about R long-term d~nger
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to .the st~te's fi~hing induAtry. We Ask you to reject this pro-
po !!~l and re j ect it strongly." 54
-4')-
Finding ~nd Recommendations
1) I do not agree with Mr. Willi~m Lappin's st~tement "The
b Lo Log i.cal, a s oec t a of aqua c Lu't r-ue are pretty much known. tt 55 More
research is needed concerning the Rlleg~tion th~t increased mussel
sp~wning from mussel ferming has resulted in sRtur~ting the surround-
in!': \'T~ters with l~rv:!'ll mussels, which ~row in thick bLanke t e over
the bottom ~nd smother whRtever qu~hogs m~y h~ve settled in the
sediment. Further informption i~ Rlso needed concernin~ ~n Rccurete
mepns of s~mpling and estimpting quahog popul~tion. There ~re
strong indicptions that neither the rocking ch~ir or the V~n Veen
dredge is properly suited to the species concerned due to its
clumped distribution. Additional information is elso needed on
the Characteristics of the ocean floor nece s se r-y to support quahogs ,
2) Despite the protests of m?ny quahoggers who feel that any desig-
n~tion of any Rhode Island w~ters for priv~te commercipl fishing
is an infringement on their right gUAranteed by the state constit-
tution to a 'free and common fishery' in NarragRnsett Bey, tod8Y
~qu?culture is firmly entrench~d in N?rr~g~nsett B"'y ~nd will
rem~in so well into the foreseepble future. The grim replities
of the ~hode Isl~nd quahoggers precprious situ~tion dict~te th~t the
state of Rhode Islpnd adhere to strict permitting ~nd licensing
procedures in the issuing of aquAculture licenses in N~rrag?nsett
B?y. Aquacluture has its place in the state's economy~ut cert~in­
ly not at the expense of those Rhode Island citizens who rely on
qua hogging, lobstering, ~nd fishing for ~ living. I believe that
Mr. Dennis Nixon's closing rem~rke in the CRf\'lC's hearing concerning
Mr. lV'acy's aquaculture permit most aptly describes the situ~tion.
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Mr. Nixon sRid, "We don't hpve a lot of economic strengths in the
state of Rhode Island, but our commerci~l fishing industry is one
of them. When you impgine the potentipl harmful imppct thpt
this nroject could have ag~in.6t an existing strong industry, it
would be very shortsighted to appr-ove 8. venture like this.
Yr. Moore 8lso suggested we pre univers~lly opposed to aqu?-
culture. No one h~s s~id we pre universally opposed to aqu?culture.
We are oDnosed wherever it conflicte with an existing commerci~l
fishery, pnd in Narrp~pnsett BAy that hpppens to be p good per-
centage of the bay.
Now, in the State of Maine, where they have four thousand
miles of coastline as opnosed to four. hundred miles, we don't think
they have as big a problem. We do in this state. We are concerned.
We don't like men like ~r. Macy to rnpke a buck because every small
fisherman here is a businessman who makes a doll?r. You h:::lve got
hundreds of people out there mpking a living now that will be
hamnered in their ?bility to make a buck if you let this happen
in the bay where he has proposed to do it.
Fina lly, when yo u look at wh"tis requ ired under the ""qua-
culture law, he h-sn't met the burden.· The evidence th~t hps
1156been presented simply hasn't met the burden under the law.
So lon~ as the members of the CRMC pnd concerned Rhode Island
citizens dem~nd that a tight adh~rence and proper interpretation
of Rhode Island's aqu~culture laws continue to be observed, the
interests and rights of the independent Rhode Island quahogger will
be properly safeguarded. Thus, Mr. L~ppin's prediction, "That the
aquaculture business in Rhode Island will ultimately run UP ag~inst
natural confines. It is going to be limited bec-use the coastal
-45-
W';lters 01' the at~te are already so heavily used. Therewill be
probably a few more smPlll oper~tions. but Blue Gold mussel f~rm
will remain unique." will become a re~lity. 57
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FIGURE 2
License Category
Number/Revenue Number/Revenue
Cost 1979 Licensee 1980 Licenses %Increaee
Over 65
(Shoredi~~er) $1.00 115/$115 1.27/$127 10%
Over 65
158/$316 200/$400(Boat) $2.00 27~
Student
(Shored igf!;er) $5.00 108/$540 181/$905 68~
student
(Boat) $6.00 378/$2,268 555/$3.330 471;
Under 65
(Shoredigger) $15.00 179/$2,685 289/$4,335 61%
Under 65
(Boat) $16.00 1597/$25,264 2110/$33,760 34%
Reola.cement $1.00 51/$51 81/$81 5%
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FIGURE 6
'- tip jor Tribut~ries and BA sins of the Upper Narregl=lnsett BAy
1) Buckeye Brook/Mill Cove
2) Spring Green Pond/Occupessatuxet Cove
3) Unnamed Brook/Passeonquis Cove
4) Pawtuxet River/Pawtuxet Cove
5) Woonasquatucket, West, & Moshassuck Rivers/Providence River
6) Ten Mile River/Omega Pond
7) UnnamedBrook/Watchemoket Cove
8) Willett Pond/Bullock Cove
9) Annowomscutt Brook/brown Cove
_10) Brickyard Pond, Echo Lake!Mussachuck Creek
11) Runnins River/Be.rrington River
12) Unn~med Brook/Smith Cove
13) Barrington and Palmer Rivers/Warren River
14) Unnamed Brook/Mill Gut
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FIGURE 10
UPPER NARRAGANSETT BAY CONDITIONALLY APPROVED
SHELLFISHING AREA CLOSURE SUMMARY 1969-1978
No. of D#=!ys
Year ' Closed ~ Closed Annus L Precinitation
1969 61 22* 44.59
(Mar 26-
Dec 31)
1970 59 16* 45.42
1971 100 27* 38.42
1972 263 72 65.06**
1973 246 67 48.24
1974 180 49 40.66
1975 201 55 50.83
1976 183 50 46.32
1977 260 71 48.84
1q78 271 74*** 47.01
* Different procedure used to determine closurea 3/411 rl=lin
** Record precipit~tion
*** Record Closure Time
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Figure 12
Existing and Proposed Publicly Owned
Wastewa~er Treatment Facilities
RXISTING (Level of treatment)
1. BVDC (second~ry)
2. Bristol (primary)
3. Cr~nston (second~ry)
4. ERst Greenwich (second~ry/terti~ry)
5. ERst Providence (secondRry)
6. N~rragansett-ScRrbourough(primpry)
7. Newoo r-t (prima,ry)
8. Providence (eecondary) (not operRting at secondary)
9. South Kingston-Narragansett(secondary)
10. Warren (nrima ry)
11. Warwick (secondary)
12. Westerly (primary)
13. West Warwick (seconda,ry)
14. Woonsocket (secondary)
15. New Shoreham (adv~nced using microstrainers)
19. Quonset (existing primary plRnt to be abandoned, new secondary
fac iIi ty planned a t different location Quonset)
UNDER CONSTRUCTION (Level of treatment)
12. Westerly (upgrade to secondRry)
16. Smi~hfield (advanced using microstrainers)
17. Burrillville (Becondary and phosphorus removal)
18. Jpmeetown (secondary)
PLANNJf;n (Level of treptment)
2. Bristol (upgrade to secondary)
3. Cranston (upgr-ade to advanc ed with nitr::lte removal)
6. Narragansett-Scarbourough (upgrade to secondary)
7. Newport (upgrade to secondary)
10. Wa.rren(upgrade to secondary)
19. Quonset-North Kingstown (secondary)
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FIGURE 14
Key Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
?
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
Sewage Treatment Plant
BVDC
Providence
Narragansett Village
Wa.rwick
Cra.nston
West Warwick
East Greenwich
South Kingstown
Jamestown
Jamestown
Newport
Bristol
FAll River
Wa.rren
Ea.st Providence
H
t
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